SELECTION OF VENDOR FOR SUPPLY, INSTALLATION, COMMISSIONING & MAINTENANCE OF AUTOMATED FACE RECOGNITION SYSTEM FOR KOLKATA POLICE
Tender No. WEBEL/EOT/COM/20-21/00076 Dated: 10-05-2021
Response against PreBid Queries
PreBid Meeting held on 04th June 2021 from 12:00 p.m. onwards
RFP Document Referances
Sr.No

Query Submitted by

Section No

Sub Section
To Pre-qualify Passive Component Manufacturers
should satisfy the Eligibility Criteria mentioned
below

1

RiTS

Section - C: Eligibility Criteria

2

RiTS

Section - F:

Technical Specification:- Cat 6 Outdoor non
metallic Armoured cable

Section - F:

Technical Specification:- 6 core single mode Non Metallic Armoured Fiber Optic Cable

Page
No

Content of the RFP requiring clarification

No Change

OEM shall have 9001:2015 and certified manufecturing
facility in india.

Request to have more participant which will give commercial benefit to
organization, kindly add India or Outside.

59

To protect from harsh enviorment and rodent, outer jacket
must be PE and Inner jacket should LSZH.

Double Jacket: Inner Jacket LSZH (complying IEC 60332-1 or better)and
outer Jacket Polyethylene and Anti-Rodent.

No Change.
External LSZH is required for fire protection.
Inner Jacket: LSZH/PE
Outer Jacket: LSZH
Normal Black Colour Cable is not accepted. This is a special
project, hence, colour code is extremely important, if anyone
cannot give RED then also they have to offer orange/yellow colour
cables.

Outer Colour Jacket mentioned is RED, request to change it to Black and
most of the OFC used in Outside plant networkj is Black Colour. Power
Pg 59 The Color of the cable should be RED
cables are genrally in Red so changes are of maintaince people cutting
the fiber is more if the colour is Red
Intended Bidder should have prior experience in 1 (one)
Intended Bidder should have prior experience in 1 (one) Video Analytics /
Video Analytics systems Project for Government of India or
Network systems Project for Government of India or any of the State/UT
any of the State/UT Governments, or, Public Sector Units,
Governments, or, Public Sector Units, value not less than Rs. 3 Cr or 2
As this is a specialised CCTV project where FRS is an integral part,
value not less than Rs. 3 Cr or 2 (Two) orders of value not less
32
(Two) orders of value not less than Rs. 1.5 Cr each or 3 (Three) orders of we can only accept prior experiences in the line of Video Analytics
than Rs. 1.5 Cr each or 3 (Three) orders of value not less than
value not less than Rs. 1 Cr each in last 3 financial years (FY 2017-2018,
and/or FRS Projects.
Rs. 1 Cr each in last 3 financial years (FY 2017-2018, 20182018-2019 and 2019-2020). Relevant documents in this regard needs to
2019 and 2019-2020). Relevant documents in this regard
be submitted.
needs to be submitted.
Copy of the NIST documentation showing the Participant
77
Please Change this clause as "Copy of the NIST or ISO 27001:2013"
no changes
Scores
Forwarding Rate 170 Mpps or Higher for both IPv4 and IPv6
Switch forwarding rates: 300 Mbps or higher for both IPv4
53
Please refer modified specification
and IPv6
Justification: Optimised forwarding rate even when switch performing at
line rate
Switching Capacity 240 Gbps or Higher

RiTS

4

Jupiter Computers

Clause No. 8 Sub Clause b)

5

Jupiter Computers

NIL

6

Jupiter Computers

4

Core Switch Specification

7

Jupiter Computers

4

Core Switch Specification

53

Switch capacity: 400Gbps or higher

8

Jupiter Computers

6

Gigabyte PoE+
Switch (8 port)

54

PoE power budget: 240Watt or higher

6

Gigabyte PoE+
Switch (8 port)

54

IP30 rated metal or plastic enclosure

The centralized storage system of 1 P.B. (usable
space) with types of redundancy

52

Hardware Platform:b) Modular design to support controllers and disk drives
expansion.

under "Details to be given" For Bidder

Decisions & outcome of the Prebid meeting

35

3

under Eligibilty Criteria

Clarification Sought

Justification: Optimised forwarding rate even when switch performing at
line rate
PoE power budget: 120 Watt or higher
Please suggest the PoE quipment to be connected to these switch to
suggest an optimised power budget

Please refer modified specification

Please refer modified specification

Request to remove this clause
9

Jupiter Computers

10

DELL

3a.

Justification: IP30 is requried only in extreme environmenal condition
deployments which doesn't seem to be the use case here.
Hardware Platform:b) Modular design to support capacity expansion via adding disk drives or
nodes / controllers

Please refer modified specification

There are two technologies in storage, one is scale-up and other is scale- Accepted. Either options can be offered.
out. For Scale-up you need to expand by adding disks and for scale-out
you need to expand by adding nodes / controllers. Hence, requesting the
change so that either of the technologies can be offered.

Hardware Platform:e) Storage shall have minimum front-end support for 10 / 16 Gbps and
backend support for minimum 6Gbps or higher
11

12

DELL

DELL

3a.

3b.

The centralized storage system of 1 P.B. (usable
space) with types of redundancy

The centralized storage system of 1 P.B. (usable
space) with types of redundancy

52

53

Hardware Platform:e) Storage shall have minimum front-end support for 10 / 16 Since in the specification it is mentioned that "The system must support
Gb and backend support for minimum 12 Gb.
SAS / SATA /NL-SAS Disk Drives" . We request you to amend the
minimum backend support to 6Gbps or higher as SATA drives has
maximum throughput of 6Gbps.

Management software:a) All the necessary software (GUI Based) to configure and
manage the storage space, RAID configuration, logical drives
allocation, snapshots etc. are to be provided for the entire
system proposed.

Capacity:- Storage should be offered with minimum 1 PB
usable capacity.
13

NetAPP

3a.

The centralized storage system of 1 P.B. (usable
space) with types of redundancy

14

NetAPP

3a.

The centralized storage system of 1 P.B. (usable
space) with types of redundancy

15

16

17

18

NetAPP

NetAPP

NetAPP

NetAPP

3a.

52

52

Storage Capacity should be as per Overall Solution
Requirement (usable, after configuring in offered RAID
configuration)

Management software:a) All the necessary software (GUI Based) to configure and manage the
storage space, RAID / data protection configuration, logical drives
allocation, snapshots etc. are to be provided for the entire system
proposed.

Accepted

Accepted

Different OEMs have different terminologies to define and execute data
protection feature within the storage system. Hence, requesting you to
amend the clause.
We would request to please mention that usable capacity should be
calculated after RAID 6 / equivalent.
As RAID 6 gives the best reliability by offering 2 disks failure in a RAID
group.

we would request to kindly remove shrink, as once physical capacity is
Proposed Storage System should be scalable (vertically/
added to storage and data is added to that capacity then shrinking the
horizontally) and Solution should be elastic - can expand and
capacity would require first data relocation to other capacity space, it is
shrink capacity based on demand.
generally not required. so we request to remove same

One can provide any RAID protection as long as data is available at
all times and not lost from the storage system.

This feature is mandatory, as the recording duration (i.e. Number
of days) of surveillance data may increase or decrease during the 3
years project period and hence, the Solution should be elastic - can
expand and shrink capacity based on demand.

NEW ADDITION

The specification outlined in the RFP is to indicate the basic
c. We suggest to add that “storage should have SSD cache support “. This minimum requirement, if anyone want to provide additional
will help in increasing performance
features over and above the basic requirement, they are most
welcome.

NEW ADDITION

d. We suggest to add “The Storage array should provide encryption by
using a cryptographic security module supporting FIPS 140-2 level
encryption. Storage should support encryption while replicating data.
Storage array should provide compliance in accordance to SEC 17a-4(f)
rule, FINRA, and CFTC” This will help in enhancing the security.

The specification outlined in the RFP is to indicate the basic
minimum requirement, if anyone want to provide additional
features over and above the basic requirement, they are most
welcome.

we suggest to change the same to 256 GB, as this will enhance the
performance.

The specification outlined in the RFP is to indicate the basic
minimum requirement, if anyone want to provide additional
features over and above the basic requirement, they are most
welcome.

The centralized storage system of 1 P.B. (usable
space) with types of redundancy

NEW ADDITION

52

e. The controller cache memory asked is 128 GB across
controllers

i. The storage system should provide WORM feature for storing File Data.
The WORM feature should ensure that no one including administrator
should be able to delete the data once the compliance is enabled on File
Data.
ii. The storage system should have the requisite licenses to create pointin-time snapshots. The storage should support minimum 1000 snapshots
per volume/LUN and should offer instance data recovery from snapshots
iii. Storage array should support encryption for files shares for both CIFS
and NFS access.

The specification outlined in the RFP is to indicate the basic
minimum requirement, if anyone want to provide additional
features over and above the basic requirement, they are most
welcome.

JCI

Section– F: Bill of Materials &
Functional Requirements

20

JCI

ii. Functional Requirements:
FRS Functionalities:

21

JCI

ii. Functional Requirements:
FRS Functionalities:

19

22

JCI

ii. Functional Requirements:
FRS Functionalities:

45

The centralized storage system of 1 P.B. (usable space) with
types of redundancy

FRS Features:

46

Seeking your clarifications regarding “other Crime Analytic Solution
We need such an integrated solution where we can have the
Should be able to integrate with other Crime Analytic Solution available with the Police Department" and what level of integrations are
opportunity to upload bulk faces and scope to link our database (in
available with the Police Department
allowed. Are department will share own database or middleware
this case we will share the database)
required for integrations .

FRS Features:

47

Anti-profiling – Facial recognition systems should be built to
prevent profiling by race, age, gender or national origin.

i. Bill of Materials:

FRS Features:

47

23

JCI

Section F - ii.
Functional Requirements:

23. Real-time video analytics

47

24

JCI

Section F

iv) Technical Specifications

49

25

JCI

Section F

3a Technical Specification

52

Real-time video analytics:FRS should be real-time and
recorded video streams of monitored environments,
generating video metadata about moving objects or events,
which provides invaluable information to law enforcement or
first responders.
Proposed FRS should provide real-time alerting about an
incident in progress for predefined behaviors of people,
vehicles, and objects. The software can identify
perimeter breaches, abandoned objects, objects that are
removed, people movement and vehicle activity. You can
enhance the search and alert capabilities with other
solutions.
Real-time video analytics – FRS should be real-time and
recorded video streams of
monitored environments, generating video metadata about
moving objects or events,
which provides invaluable information to law enforcement or
first responders.
Proposed FRS should provide real-time alerting about an
incident in progress for
predefined behaviors of people, vehicles, and objects. The
software can identify
perimeter breaches, abandoned objects, objects that are
removed, people movement
and vehicle activity. You can enhance the search and alert
capabilities with other
solutions.
VMS with Face Recognition Analytics
including all required software and hardware connectivity
with redundancy (ASIC/FPGA Based or Conventional Server
Based)

The centralized storage system of 1 P.B. (usable space) with
types of redundancy

Seeking your clarification regarding 1PB usable storage and which
parameters should consider for recording and retention period .

After extracting all the best available faces from the recorded
video, It will store the video for another 3 months.
See we are mainly concerned about the faces, we need all the
faces in real-time as well as from the recorded video. We don't
need the recorded video for a longer period if we can get all the
faces.
Besides these, a part of the storage will be used as general storage
(files, documents, etc.).

Seeking your clarifications regarding "race, age, gender or national
origin"

The system must be capable of distinguishing two lookalike
persons having the same race, age, gender, or national origin.
Example: Mongolian faces, Person with a turban and beard, etc.

Seeking your clarifcationregarding " The software can identify perimeter
These are additional/smart features of FRS or VMS, and it doesn’t
breaches, abandoned objects, objects that are removed, people
require another analytics, it should be included with the solution.
movement and vehicle activity. You can enhance the search and alert
It will run over all the 75 Cameras.
capabilities with other solutions" and how many analytics will run in a
camera and total number of camera will run with analytics.

Additional analytics asked are over and above the requirements which
FRS can deliver
Please specify the quantity of other analytics mentioned below
1. Object & people detection.
2. Vehicle Detection.
3. Intrusion Detection for perimeter.
4. Loitering for people movement.

Is redundancy required on N+1 or N+N

These are additional/smart features of FRS or VMS, and it doesn’t
require another analytics, it should be included with the solution.
It will run over all the 75 Cameras.

N+1

After extracting all the best available faces from the recorded
video, It will store the video for another 3 months.
See we are mainly concerned about the faces, we need all the
faces in real-time as well as from the recorded video. We don't
Please specify how many days of recording is required for Primary and on
need the recorded video for a longer period if we can get all the
redundant server
faces.
Besides these, a part of the storage will be used as general storage
(files, documents, etc.).

26

27

28

JCI

JCI

JCI

Section F

Section F

Section F

ii. Functional Requirements:/ FRS Features

iv. Technical Specification:

iv. Technical Specification:

iv. Technical Specification:

46

49

49

1. Dynamic detection to solve the deception of various
photos on various carriers.
4MP or higher Face Recognition Camera and 75
Face Camera License for FRS : Licensing of 75 Face
Recognition Camera including 75 cameras for a lifetime and
should be Floating and further it may be extended to 5000
cameras.
i) Camera:
Image Sensor :1/1.7” or 1/1.8” CMOS or better
Megapixel: 4 MP
Resolution: 2560 x 1440 or similar or better
Zoom: 5X Optical Zoom
Shutter Speed: 1/25 s to 1/100,000 s
Lens: Ranges: 2.7 mm to 13.5 mm or better
Day & Night: IR Filter
Digital Noise Reduction :3D DND
2-Axis Adjustment: Tilt: -45° to 90°, rotate: 0° to 355° or
better

Please elaborate for understanding

The FRS system should have the capability to recognize faces of
single subject (for example, a criminal) from stored face pictures of
the subjects. The FRS system should have the capability to store
multiple images of same person

Seeking your clarification regarding floating and further extension to
5000 cameras because currently system will able to cater 75 numbers
and if you want more that 75nos then hardware and other parameters
will change accordingly . Seeking your clarification

The FRS license for 75 cameras will be floating, i.e., same license
may be used for different set of camera installed at same or other
locations. The FRS license supplies against this tender should have
flexibility to integrate with future procurement up to 5000
cameras. This means the HW and SW should be expandable

Requesting you please make Shutter Speed 1s or 1/25s and len range
should be 2.8 or 2.7 to 12mm or 13.5 mm as optional because in image
sensor RFP asked for 1/1.7” or 1/1.8” CMOS or better. In basis of that
zoom should be 4X and better so that all the reputed OEMs can
participate and parameters look like a generic.

No Change, lower deviation not accepted

50

ix) General :
Physical Protection: IP67 or better for rain Protection,
thunder & lighting Protection, IK-10.

Seeking your clarification regarding " thunder & lighting Protection"
because as per installations procedure an practice all other equipment’s
are also involved to cater the footage and need protection regarding
No Change
thunder an lighting so requesting you to make it " thunder & lighting
Protection" as external as an option to save gourd other equipment’s.

1. Dynamic detection to solve the deception of various
photos on various carriers.

Please clarify this point. Our understanding is that we need to match a
person photo with various types of photos

12. Facial Image standard should be as per the ISO/ IEC JTC1
19794: 2005 format.
23. Real-time video analytics – FRS should be real-time and
recorded video streams of monitored environments,
generating video metadata about moving objects or events,
which provides invaluable information to law enforcement or
first responders. Proposed FRS should provide real-time
alerting about an incident in progress for predefined
behaviors of people, vehicles, and objects. The software can
identify perimeter breaches, abandoned objects, objects that
are removed, people movement and vehicle activity. You can
enhance the search and alert capabilities with other
solutions.
The OEM should have experience in a similar field of the job
(in video analytics).
Supporting Document of such work needs to be submitted

this should be in the scope of camera vendor as FRS will be running the
match and not creating the images

29

JCI

Section F

30

CCS Computers Pvt.
Ltd., Delhi

Section– F: Bill of Materials &
Functional Requirements

ii. Functional Requirements: FRS Features:

46

31

CCS Computers Pvt.
Ltd., Delhi

Section– F: Bill of Materials &
Functional Requirements

ii. Functional Requirements: FRS Features:

46

32

CCS Computers Pvt.
Ltd., Delhi

Section– F: Bill of Materials &
Functional Requirements

ii. Functional Requirements: FRS Features:

47

33

CCS Computers Pvt.
Ltd., Delhi

Section C Eligibility Criteria

13. Authorization/OEM Certificate, c OEM criteria

33

34

CCS Computers Pvt.
Ltd., Delhi

Section- D: Evaluation of
Technical Bids

C. Technical Presentation/ Demonstration (81
Marks)

35

CCS Computers Pvt.
Ltd., Delhi

General - Clause addition
request

36

CCS Computers Pvt.
Ltd., Delhi

General - Clause addition
request

40

The FRS system should have the capability to recognize faces of
single subject (for example, a criminal) from stored face pictures of
the subjects. The FRS system should have the capability to store
multiple images of same person.
No Change

Please define the predefined behaviour of person, obhect etc to estimate
No Change
the analytics required.

As this is a specialised CCTV project where FRS is an integral part,
The project asks for Facial recognition software so experience should also
we can only accept prior experiences in the line of Video Analytics
be asked in the same field ie FRS
and/or FRS Projects.

Will the bidder be allowed to set the camera to fine tune the images
being received for getting high accuracy on matches. How many number
Challenges
No Change
of cameras be provided and is the feed will be coming as live or it will be
a recorded feed
The FRS system shall be based on Artificial Intelligence based search
All Video analytics shall be Artificial intelligence powered with
model having All training data for AI models should be trained on Indian No Change
Deep learning capabilities
datasets.
Facial recognition system shall be integrated with Social
No Change
Media platforms like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Request to add it for effective & fast investigation
WhatsApp etc. to identify the people

37

CCS Computers Pvt.
Ltd., Delhi

General - Clause addition
request

The system shall be able to broadly match a suspect/criminal
photograph with database created using photograph images
The FRS system shall be integrated with all major databases available
available with Passport, CCTNS, and Prisons, State or National
with Police Dept.
Automated Fingerprint Identification System or any other
image database available with police/other entity.

No Change

General - Clause addition
request

Face detection algorithms, modes and search depths should
be suitable for different environments such as fast detection,
For fast detection & high accuaracy, its recommanded to use GPU
high accuracy etc. The FRS system shall use of GPU
technology.
technology instead of Traditional CPUs, to greatly improve
the computational performance in crowded environments.

No Change

1. Dynamic detection to solve the deception of various
photos on various carriers.

Please clarify this point. Our understanding is that we need to match a
person photo with various types of photos

All Video analytics shall be Artificial intelligence powered with
Deep learning capabilities

12. Facial Image standard should be as per the ISO/ IEC JTC1
19794: 2005 format.
23. Real-time video analytics – FRS should be real-time and
recorded video streams of monitored environments,
generating video metadata about moving objects or events,
which provides invaluable information to law enforcement or
first responders. Proposed FRS should provide real-time
alerting about an incident in progress for predefined
behaviors of people, vehicles, and objects. The software can
identify perimeter breaches, abandoned objects, objects that
are removed, people movement and vehicle activity. You can
enhance the search and alert capabilities with other
solutions.
The OEM should have experience in a similar field of the job
(in video analytics).
Supporting Document of such work needs to be submitted

this should be in the scope of camera vendor as FRS will be running the
match and not creating the images

No Change

38

CCS Computers Pvt.
Ltd., Delhi

39

Pelorus Technologies Section– F: Bill of Materials &
Pvt Ltd
Functional Requirements

ii. Functional Requirements: FRS Features:

46

40

Pelorus Technologies Section– F: Bill of Materials &
Pvt Ltd
Functional Requirements

ii. Functional Requirements: FRS Features:

46

41

Pelorus Technologies Section– F: Bill of Materials &
Pvt Ltd
Functional Requirements

ii. Functional Requirements: FRS Features:

47

42

Pelorus Technologies
Section C Eligibility Criteria
Pvt Ltd

13. Authorization/OEM Certificate, c OEM criteria

33

43

Pelorus Technologies Section- D: Evaluation of
Pvt Ltd
Technical Bids

C. Technical Presentation/ Demonstration (81
Marks)

44

Pelorus Technologies General - Clause addition
Pvt Ltd
request

45

Pelorus Technologies General - Clause addition
Pvt Ltd
request

46

Pelorus Technologies General - Clause addition
Pvt Ltd
request

The system shall be able to broadly match a suspect/criminal
photograph with database created using photograph images
The FRS system shall be integrated with all major databases available
available with Passport, CCTNS, and Prisons, State or National
with Police Dept.
Automated Fingerprint Identification System or any other
image database available with police/other entity.

No Change

Pelorus Technologies General - Clause addition
Pvt Ltd
request

Face detection algorithms, modes and search depths should
be suitable for different environments such as fast detection,
For fast detection & high accuaracy, its recommanded to use GPU
high accuracy etc. The FRS system shall use of GPU
technology.
technology instead of Traditional CPUs, to greatly improve
the computational performance in crowded environments.

No Change

47

40

Please define the predefined behaviour of person, obhect etc to estimate
No Change
the analytics required.

As this is a specialised CCTV project where FRS is an integral part,
The project asks for Facial recognition software so experience should also
we can only accept prior experiences in the line of Video Analytics
be asked in the same field ie FRS
and/or FRS Projects.

Will the bidder be allowed to set the camera to fine tune the images
being received for getting high accuracy on matches. How many number
Challenges
No Change
of cameras be provided and is the feed will be coming as live or it will be
a recorded feed
The FRS system shall be based on Artificial Intelligence based search
All Video analytics shall be Artificial intelligence powered with
model having All training data for AI models should be trained on Indian No Change
Deep learning capabilities
datasets.
Facial recognition system shall be integrated with Social
No Change
Media platforms like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Request to add it for effective & fast investigation
WhatsApp etc. to identify the people

48

49

Pelorus Technologies
Pvt Ltd

49,iv. Sl. No. 1

Pelorus Technologies
Pvt Ltd

49,iv. Sl. No. 1

50

Pelorus Technologies
Pvt Ltd

49,iv. Sl. No. 1

51

Pelorus Technologies
Pvt Ltd

iv. Sl. No. 6

52

TNS Networking
Solutions Private
Limited

Section– F: Bill of Materials &
Functional Requirements

ii. Functional Requirements: FRS Features:

49

49

49

49

46

4MP or higher Face Recognition Camera and 75 Face
Camera License for FRS i) Camera:
Image Sensor :1/1.7” or 1/1.8” CMOS or better
Megapixel: 4 MP
Resolution: 2560 x 1440 or similar or better
Zoom: 5X Optical Zoom
Shutter Speed: 1/25 s to 1/100,000 s
Lens: Ranges: 2.7 mm to 13.5 mm or better
Day & Night: IR Filter
Digital Noise Reduction :3D DND
2-Axis Adjustment: Tilt: -45° to 90°, rotate: 0° to 355° or
better

4MP or higher Face Recognition Camera and 75 Face
Camera License for FRS i) Lens:
Focal length: Vertical motorized Aperture: f1.4 – f1.8
IR: (White Light /Invisible IR)
Min. Illumination: Color: 0.001 lux @(F1.2, AGC ON), 0.001
lux @(F1.4, AGC ON), 0 lux with IR
WDR:120 dB or better
IR Range: 50 meters or better

i) Camera:
Image Sensor :1/1.7” or 1/1.8” CMOS or better
Megapixel: 4 MP
Resolution: 2560 x 1440 or similar or better
Zoom: 5X Optical Zoom
Shutter Speed: 1/3 s to 1/100,000 s
Lens: Ranges: 2.7 mm to 13.5 mm or better
Day & Night: IR Filter
Digital Noise Reduction :3D DND

No Change, lower deviation not accepted
2-Axis Adjustment: Tilt: 0° to 90°, rotate: 0° to 355° or better

Request to change Shutter speed shall be changed from 1/25 s to
1/100,000 s to 1/3 s to 1/100,000 s or better so that multiple OEM
Camera can match the requirement. 2-Axis Adjustment: Tilt: -45° to
90°, rotate: 0° to 355° or better shall removed as it is the feaure of
Indoor Dome and PTZ Camera only.
Focal length: Vertical motorized Aperture: f1.4 – f1.8
IR: (White Light /Invisible IR)
Min. Illumination: Color: 0.001 lux @(F1.2, AGC ON), 0.001
lux @(F1.4, AGC ON), 0 lux with IR
WDR:120 dB or better
IR Range: 50 meters or better

No Change, lower deviation not accepted

Request to change Min. Illumination: 0.008 @ F 1.5 or better so that
multiple OEM Camera can match the requirement.
vi) Network :
Local Storage: Support Micro SD/SDHC/SDXC card
4MP or higher Face Recognition Camera and 75 Face
128GB or better local storage Network Storage: Support NAS, SAN (NFS),
Camera License for FRSvi) Network :
ANR Alarm Trigger: Motion detection, video tampering
Local Storage: Support Micro SD/SDHC/SDXC card
alarm, IP address conflict, illegal login. Protocols : TCP/IP, ICMP, HTTP,
128GB or better local storage Network Storage: Support NAS,
HTTPS, FTP,
SAN (NFS), ANR Alarm Trigger: Motion detection, video
DHCP, DNS, DDNS, RTP, RTSP, RTCP, PPPoE/ PPoE-, NTP, UPnP, SMTP,
tampering
SNMP, IGMP, 802.1X, QoS, IPv6, UDP,
alarm, IP address conflict, illegal login. Protocols : TCP/IP,
Bonjour
ICMP, HTTP, HTTPS, FTP,
No change
General Function: Anti-flicker, heartbeat, mirror, password
DHCP, DNS, DDNS, RTP, RTSP, RTCP, PPPoE/ PPoE-, NTP,
protection, privacy mask, watermark, IP address filter
UPnP, SMTP, SNMP, IGMP, 802.1X, QoS, IPv6, UDP, Bonjour
API : ONVIF (PROFILE S, PROFILE G,
General Function: Anti-flicker, heartbeat, mirror, password
PROFILE T)/ Q, ISAPI
protection, privacy mask, watermark, IP address filter
API : ONVIF (PROFILE S, PROFILE G,
Request you to remove Bonjour Protocol and onvif Profile Q as its not
PROFILE T)/ Q, ISAPI
required for the project and most of the OEM Camera doesnt support
this feature. Removing these points will facilitate most of OEM's to
participate in the tender.
Gigabyte PoE+ Switch (8 port) -21 nos.
8 x Gig Copper 802.3af/802.3at Ports, POE+ Capabilities must be over 100
Gigabyte PoE+
meters
Switch (8 port)) Gigabyte PoE+ Switch (8 port) -21 nos.
2 x SFP (1 Gig) slots
8 x Gig Copper 802.3af/802.3at Ports, POE+ Capabilities must
PoE power budget: 240Watt or higher Physical console port for CLI
be over 100 meters
management IP30 rated metal or plastic enclosure Operating Temp: 0°C Please refer modified specification
2 x SFP (1 Gig) slots
to 50°C
PoE power budget: 240Watt or higher Physical console port
for CLI management IP30 rated metal or plastic enclosure
Request to change POE + Capablities to 8 x Gig Copper 802.3af/802.3at
Operating Temp: 0°C to 50°C
Ports, POE+ Capabilities must be upto 80 meters so that multiple OEM
Camera can match the requirement.
1. Dynamic detection to solve the deception of various
photos on various carriers.

Please clarify this point. Our understanding is that we need to match a
person photo with various types of photos

All Video analytics shall be Artificial intelligence powered with
Deep learning capabilities
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TNS Networking
Solutions Private
Limited

Section– F: Bill of Materials &
Functional Requirements

ii. Functional Requirements: FRS Features:
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TNS Networking
Solutions Private
Limited

Section– F: Bill of Materials &
Functional Requirements

ii. Functional Requirements: FRS Features:
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TNS Networking
Solutions Private
Limited

Section C Eligibility Criteria

13. Authorization/OEM Certificate, c OEM criteria

33
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TNS Networking
Solutions Private
Limited

Section- D: Evaluation of
Technical Bids

C. Technical Presentation/ Demonstration (81
Marks)

40

57
58

TNS Networking
Solutions Private
Limited
TNS Networking
Solutions Private
Limited

59

TNS Networking
Solutions Private
Limited

60

TNS Networking
Solutions Private
Limited

General - Clause addition
request
General - Clause addition
request

12. Facial Image standard should be as per the ISO/ IEC JTC1
19794: 2005 format.
23. Real-time video analytics – FRS should be real-time and
recorded video streams of monitored environments,
generating video metadata about moving objects or events,
which provides invaluable information to law enforcement or
first responders. Proposed FRS should provide real-time
alerting about an incident in progress for predefined
behaviors of people, vehicles, and objects. The software can
identify perimeter breaches, abandoned objects, objects that
are removed, people movement and vehicle activity. You can
enhance the search and alert capabilities with other
solutions.
The OEM should have experience in a similar field of the job
(in video analytics).
Supporting Document of such work needs to be submitted

this should be in the scope of camera vendor as FRS will be running the
match and not creating the images

No Change

Please define the predefined behaviour of person, obhect etc to estimate
No Change
the analytics required.

As this is a specialised CCTV project where FRS is an integral part,
The project asks for Facial recognition software so experience should also
we can only accept prior experiences in the line of Video Analytics
be asked in the same field ie FRS
and/or FRS Projects.

Will the bidder be allowed to set the camera to fine tune the images
being received for getting high accuracy on matches. How many number
No Change
of cameras be provided and is the feed will be coming as live or it will be
a recorded feed
The FRS system shall be based on Artificial Intelligence based search
All Video analytics shall be Artificial intelligence powered with
model having All training data for AI models should be trained on Indian No Change
Deep learning capabilities
datasets
Facial recognition system shall be integrated with Social
No Change
Media platforms like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Request to add it for effective & fast investigation
WhatsApp etc. to identify the people

Challenges

General - Clause addition
request

The system shall be able to broadly match a suspect/criminal
photograph with database created using photograph images
The FRS system shall be integrated with all major databases available
available with Passport, CCTNS, and Prisons, State or National
with Police Dept.
Automated Fingerprint Identification System or any other
image database available with police/other entity.

No Change

General - Clause addition
request

Face detection algorithms, modes and search depths should
be suitable for different environments such as fast detection,
For fast detection & high accuaracy, its recommanded to use GPU
high accuracy etc. The FRS system shall use of GPU
technology.
technology instead of Traditional CPUs, to greatly improve
the computational performance in crowded environments.

No Change

61

CP PLUS

49

Camera:
Lens: Ranges: 2.7 mm to 13.5 mm
or better

62

CP PLUS

49

2-Axis Adjustment: Tilt: -45° to
90°, rotate: 0° to 355° or better

63

CP PLUS

49

Lens:
Aperture: f1.4 – f1.8

Lens range varies OEM to OEM like “2.812mm” or “2.7-13.5mm” or “2.7-12mm”. So
we suggest instead of sticking to one
parameter, please mention range like “2.812mm” or “2.7-13.5mm” or “2.7-12mm” to
give opportunity to maximum OEM.
We think “-45° Tilt” is a typing mistake for
bullet camera. Maximum Tilt can be “0°”.
So we suggest please replace “-45°” with
“0°”.
Aperture: f1.4 is old specification. We
suggest “f1.2 or better” for minimum
benchmark.

Accepted

2-Axis Adjustment: Tilt: 0° to 90°, rotate: 0° to 355° or better

Better is always acceptable

Number of streams supported is not
mentioned in the spec. Last time for same
requirement (Ref. Tender ID No.
2020_KP_275426_1) Kolkata Police asked for 5
Streams supported camera. To comply your all
requirement, it requires 5 Streams supporting
camera. We suggest, please mention
“Minimum Streams supporting – Five” in the
technical specification.

CP PLUS

“Number of Streams supported”
not mentioned.

65

Panorama

B

1

11

“Similar Works” shall comprise of Supply, Installation,
and Commissioning
& Maintenance of Face Recognition
System (FRS) in a Government Department / PSU or any
reputed large organizations in India

66

Panorama

C

8.b

32

67

Panorama

D

-

38

68

Panorama

F

iv.1.i

49

69

Panorama

F

iv.1.i

49

70

Panorama

F

iv.1.ii

49

71

Panorama

F

-

49, 50
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Panorama

F

64

3a. Hardware Platform

73

Panorama

F

3a. Hardware Platform

74

Panorama

F

3b. Redundancy and

75

Panorama

G

Annexure – VIII.25
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Panorama

-
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Webdesk
Demonstration Evaluation
Technologies Pvt Ltd Datasheet

High Availability

PART A

Intended
Bidder should have prior experience in 1
(one) Video
Analytics systems Project for
Government of India or any of the State/UT Governments,
or, Public Sector Units
Evaluation Matrix (A2): Minimum 1 project with project value
>=3 Cr or 2 orders value not less than 1.5 Cr each or 3 orders
value not less than 1 Cr each>=4 marks or
0 Marks
Camera:
Lens Ranges: 2.7 mm to 13.5 mm or better
Camera:
2-Axis Adjustment: Tilt: - 45° to 90°, rotate: 0° to
355° or better
Lens:
Aperture: f1.4 – f1.8

Camera: “Number of Streams
supported” is not mentioned

We understand, prior experience in execution of Video Analytics
As this is a specialised CCTV project where FRS is an integral part,
Project(s) will be considered, and not only FRS. Please advise, which
we can only accept prior experiences in the line of Video Analytics
all
and/or FRS Projects.
functionalities/applications will be considered as "Video Analytics"

Request you to amend this as, "Minimum 1 order value not less than
1.5 Cr or 2 orders value not less than 1 Cr each>=4 marks or 0 Marks”
since, not too many similar projects have been undertaken in this
part of the Country
Lens range varies from OEM to OEM, e.g. “2.8-12mm” or “2.713.5mm” or “2.7-12mm”. Hence, we request, so instead of
mentioning only one parameter, please mention range like “2.8- 12mm”
or “2.7-13.5mm” or “2.7- 12mm” to give opportunity to
maximum OEM-s
“-45° Tilt” seems to be a typographical error, since, in case of
a bullet camera, maximum Tilt can be “0°”. So we request to replace “45°” by “0°”
f1.4 is an obsolete specification. Request you to mention, “f1.2 or better”
as minimum benchmark
Number of streams supported is not mentioned in the
specification. At the last instance, for same requirement
(Ref.
Tender
ID
No. 2020_KP_275426_1)
Kolkata Police
had specifically asked for 5 Streams supported camera. To comply your
all requirement, it requires 5 Streams supporting camera. Hence, we
request, please mention “Minimum Streams supporting – Five” in
the technical specification

52

The
centralized storage system of 1 P.B. (usable space)
Request you to amend thus to “Should have 4 x 10/100/1000
with types of redundancy: Should have minimum of 8x10/40
Ethernet ports
Gbe or 8x16Gb FC Host ports

52

Storage shall have minimum
16 Gb and backend support
for minimum 12 Gb

53

The Storage System should be able to protect the
data against single point of failure with respect to hard
disks, connectivity interfaces, fans and power supplies

80

Connectivity

40

With Cap-1 (monkey cap)

Minimum stream supporting - Five

No Change

Accepted

2-Axis Adjustment: Tilt: 0° to 90°, rotate: 0° to 355° or better
Better is always acceptable

Minimum stream supporting - Five

No Change

Please clarify the requirement

Since in the specification it is mentioned that "The system must
support SAS / SATA /NL-SAS Disk Drives" . We are accepting
minimum backend support to 6Gbps or higher as SATA drives has
maximum throughput of 6Gbps.

Please confirm redundancy type 1+1 or N+1 at hardware level

N+1

front-end support for 10 /

Since no requirement of bandwidth is mentioned, please confirm
Please refer the Solution Diagram
how the Central Location (Lalbazar) will be
connected to the 75 remote FRS locations
We understand FRS is already running successfully at Kolkata Police.
Will the scope of this project include integration of this new FRS with There shall not be any integration
the existing FRS?
To best accuracy for Face Recognition at least 40% face should be visible,
Tender condition stands
so we would request you to kindly specify in th tender the type of
monkey caps where f visibility is at least 40% face is visible.
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Webdesk
Demonstration Evaluation
Technologies Pvt Ltd Datasheet

PART A

40

With surgical Mask & Sunglass
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Webdesk
Demonstration Evaluation
Technologies Pvt Ltd Datasheet

PART A

41

With N-95 Mask & Sunglass
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Webdesk
Demonstration Evaluation
Technologies Pvt Ltd Datasheet

PART A

41

With doctor green Mask & Sunglass
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Webdesk
Demonstration Evaluation
Technologies Pvt Ltd Datasheet

PART A

41

With surgical Mask & half Helmet
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Webdesk
Demonstration Evaluation
Technologies Pvt Ltd Datasheet

PART A

41

With N-95 Mask & half Helmet
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Webdesk
Demonstration Evaluation
Technologies Pvt Ltd Datasheet

PART A

41

84

Webdesk
Demonstration Evaluation
Technologies Pvt Ltd Datasheet

PART A

85

Webdesk
Demonstration Evaluation
Technologies Pvt Ltd Datasheet

86

It is not feasible to recognize face with mask and Sunglasses where only
less th 20% face is available for face recognitio To achieve high accuracy
for Face Recognition at least 40% face should be visible, so we would
request you to ple specify the same under this clause.
It is difficult to recognize face with mask and Sunglasses where only less
than 20 face is available for face recognition. To achieve high accuracy for
Face Recognit at least 40% face should be visible, so w would request you
to please specify the same under this clause.
It is difficult to recognize face with mask and Sunglasses where only less
than 20 face is available for face recognition. To achieve high accuracy for
Face Recognit at least 40% face should be visible, so w would request you
to please specify the same under this clause.
It is difficult to recognize face with mask and Sunglasses where only less
than 20 face is available for face recognition. To achieve high accuracy for
Face Recognit at least 40% face should be visible, so w would request you
to please specify the same under this clause.
It is not feasible to recognize face with conditions where only less than
20% fac available for face recognition. To achiev high accuracy for Face
Recognition at le 40% face should be visible, so we would request you to
please specify the same under this Clause.

Tender condition stands

Tender condition stands

Tender condition stands

Tender condition stands

Tender condition stands

With doctor green Mask & half Helmet

It is difficult to recognize face with mask and Sunglasses both on, where
only less than 20% face is available for face recognition. To achieve high
accuracy fo Face Recognition at least 40% face shou be visible, so we
would request you to please specify the same under this claus

Tender condition stands

41

Inside of car (From Car Window)

It is totally depending on face captured camera against reflection of
window screen. Please specify that test will be conducted with open
window screen or closed screen.

Tender condition stands

PART A

41

Face Cover with face shield

Face recognition in such case will depen on the angle and reflection due
Tender condition stands
to the fa shield on camera. The conditions should specified in this testing

Webdesk
Demonstration Evaluation
Technologies Pvt Ltd Datasheet

PART B

41

Night Light Test (10 Male & 5 Female will present in Testing
Spot, from there 5 male & 2 females will be in accused list
database) at 7:30 PM

What will be the light conditions, IR Mo status? and what will be the Lux
value. Kindly specify.

It will be the practical scenario, nothing artificial. We can’t specify
the Natural light.
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Webdesk
Demonstration Evaluation
Technologies Pvt Ltd Datasheet

PART B

42

With Cap-1 (monkey cap)

It is very difficult to recognize face with monkey cap where 20% face
visible. To best accuracy for Face Recognition at le 40% face should be
visible, so we would request you to please amend this clause

Tender condition stands
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Webdesk
Demonstration Evaluation
Technologies Pvt Ltd Datasheet

PART B

42

With surgical Mask & Sunglass
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Webdesk
Demonstration Evaluation
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PART B

42

With N-95 Mask & Sunglass
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Webdesk
Demonstration Evaluation
Technologies Pvt Ltd Datasheet

PART B

42

With doctor green Mask & Sunglass
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Webdesk
Demonstration Evaluation
Technologies Pvt Ltd Datasheet

PART B

42

With surgical Mask & half Helmet

It is very difficult to recognize face with mask and Half helmet where 20%
face visible. To best accuracy for Face Recognition at least 40% face
Tender condition stands
should be visible, so we would request you to plea amend this clause.
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PART B

42

With N-95 Mask & half Helmet

It is very difficult to recognize face with mask and Half helmet where 20%
face visible. To best accuracy for Face Recognition at least 40% face
Tender condition stands
should be visible, so we would request you to plea amend this clause.

It is very difficult to recognize face with mask and Sunglasses where No
face exposer will be available to recognize. T best accuracy for Face
Tender condition stands
Recognition at le 40% face should be visible, so we would request you to
please amend this clause
It is very difficult to recognize face with mask and Sunglasses where No
face exposer will be available to recognize. T best accuracy for Face
Tender condition stands
Recognition at le 40% face should be visible, so we would request you to
please amend this clause
It is very difficult to recognize face with mask and Sunglasses where No
face exposer will be available to recognize. T best accuracy for Face
Tender condition stands
Recognition at le 40% face should be visible, so we would request you to
please amend this clause
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PART B

42

With doctor green Mask & half Helmet

It is very difficult to recognize face with mask and Half helmet where 20%
face visible. To best accuracy for Face Recognition at least 40% face
Tender condition stands
should be visible, so we would request you to plea amend this clause.
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Webdesk
Demonstration Evaluation
Technologies Pvt Ltd Datasheet

PART B

42

Inside of car (From Car Window)

Face recognition depends on face captu by camera against the reflection
of wind screen; at night time the reflection will more prevalent. We
Tender condition stands
therefore request y to please amend this clause. Please veri that test will
be done with open window screen or closed.
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Webdesk
Demonstration Evaluation
Technologies Pvt Ltd Datasheet

PART B

42

Face Cover with face shield

It is totally depending on face captured camera against reflection of Face
Tender condition stands
shield time of night it will give more reflection.
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Webdesk
Section: F
Technologies Pvt Ltd

45

97

Webdesk
Functional Requirements: FRS
Technologies Pvt Ltd Features:

47

Webdesk
Functional Requirements: FRS
Technologies Pvt Ltd Features:

99

4MP or higher Face Recognition
Webdesk
Camera and 75 Face Camera
Camera:
Technologies Pvt Ltd
License for FRS

101

Please clarify, the use of this Workstatio and define hardware
specification for th workstation.

This is the capability of Video analytics solution and may kindly be
appended for FRS specification

Please refer new specification

These are additional/smart features of FRS or VMS, and it doesn’t
require another analytics, it should be included with the solution.
It will run over all the 75 Cameras.

Most of the government procurement i India for FR software considering
NIST participation as the benchmark for eligibility. NIST conducts testing
FR algorithms for mask detection and face recognition with mask. We
No change in Tender condition
request buy to include the following condition as the eligibility criteria:
"FRS OEM should hav participated in NIST FRVT test for 1: N
Identification and NIST FRVT Face Mask Effects test."

98

100

Smart Display Screen (55 inches) with Workstations–
Industrial Standard
Real-time video analytics – FRS should be real- time and
recorded video streams of monitored environments,
generating video metadata about moving objects or events,
which provides invaluable information to law enforcement or
first responders. Proposed FRS should provide real-time
alerting about an incident in progress for predefined
behaviors of people, vehicles, and objects. The software can
identify perimeter breaches, abandoned objects, objects that
are amended, people movement and vehicle activity. You can
enhance the search and alert capabilities with other
solutions.

4MP or higher Face Recognition
Webdesk
Camera:
Camera and 75 Face Camera
Technologies Pvt Ltd
License for FRS
4MP or higher Face Recognition
Webdesk
Lens:
Camera and 75 Face Camera
Technologies Pvt Ltd
License for FRS

49

Lens: Ranges: 2.7 mm to 13.5 mm or better

Lens range varies OEM to OEM like “2.8 12mm” or “2.7-13.5mm” or “2.712mm So, we suggest instead of sticking to one parameter, please
Accepted
mention range like “2 12mm” or “2.7-13.5mm” or “2.7-12mm give
opportunity to maximum OEM.

49

2-Axis Adjustment: Tilt: -45° to 90°, rotate: 0° to 355° or
better

We think “-45° Tilt” is a typing mistake f bullet camera. Maximum Tilt can
2-Axis Adjustment: Tilt: 0° to 90°, rotate: 0° to 355° or better
be “0° So, we suggest please replace “-45°” wit “0°”.

49

Aperture: f1.4 – f1.8

Aperture: f1.4 is old specification. We suggest “f1.2 or better” for
minimum benchmark.

“Number of Streams supported” not mentioned.

Number of streams supported is not mentioned in the spec. Last time for
sam requirement (Ref. Tender ID No. 2020_KP_275426_1 ) Kolkata
Police aske for 5 Streams supported camera. To comply your all
Minimum stream supporting - Five
requirement, it requires Streams supporting camera. We suggest please
mention “Minimum Streams supporting – Five” in the technical
specification.

Better is always acceptable

102

4MP or higher Face Recognition
Webdesk
Camera and 75 Face Camera
Technologies Pvt Ltd
License for FRS

103

VMS with Face Recognition
Analytics including all required
Webdesk
software and hardware
Technologies Pvt Ltd connectivity with redundancy
(ASIC/FPGA Based or
Conventional Server Based)

FC Port :

51

4 or higher/As per Design/ 2

Please clarify the No of presence of FC ports with bandwidth capability

Minimum 2 FC ports with minimum 6 Gbps bandwidth.
Better is always acceptable.

104

The centralized storage system
Webdesk
of 1
Storage:Technologies Pvt Ltd P.B. (usable space) with types of
redundancy

52

b) Should be able to scale out without service interruption

Kindly remove the word “out” in this cla

No change

105

Webdesk
Core Switch (layer 3, 10Gig, 8
Technologies Pvt Ltd port)

No of Port:

53

8 or higher

Layer 3 Switch should be of min 24Ports

Please refer the modified specification

106

Webdesk
Core Switch (layer 3, 10Gig, 8
Technologies Pvt Ltd port)

Switch capacity:

53

400Gbps or higher

8 Port switch cannot achieve the switch capacity of 400Gbps. So, Please
amend Gbps

Please refer the modified specification

107

Webdesk
Gigabyte PoE+ Switch (8 port))
Technologies Pvt Ltd

PoE power budget:

54

240Watt or higher

Please amend it to 185 Watt or more as 240Watt is very

Please refer the modified specification

108

Webdesk
Gigabyte PoE+ Switch (8 port))
Technologies Pvt Ltd

54

Physical console port for CLI management

Is This Gigabyte PoE+ Switch should be a managed switch? Please clarify Please refer the modified specification

109

Webdesk
Camera Mounting Accessories
Technologies Pvt Ltd

56

4"/6" PVC box

We would recommend to go with metal Box for resistive to vandalism.
Please amend this clause to 4"/6" metal box.

Metal Box to be considered

110

Webdesk
Camera Mounting Accessories
Technologies Pvt Ltd

56

12 Volt 4 Port SMPS for Camera

Camera can be run by PoE the why do w need smps? Please clarify

This clause stands deleted

111

Webdesk
Camera Mounting Accessories
Technologies Pvt Ltd

56

12 Volt 8 Port SMPS for Camera

Camera can be run by PoE the why do w need smps? Please clarify

This clause stands deleted

112

Webdesk
Camera Mounting Accessories
Technologies Pvt Ltd

56

SMPS Power Supply for PTZ camera

Camera can be run by PoE the why do w need smps? Please clarify

This clause stands deleted

113

Webdesk
Camera Mounting Accessories
Technologies Pvt Ltd

56

2.5MM Copper Power Cable

Please clarify the requirement

Please refer the revised specification

114

Webdesk
HDMI cable (5 meters)
Technologies Pvt Ltd

60

Standard Material of Brass and Rubber

Please amend this to Standard Material copper and Rubber

HDMI cable should be in copper

115

DLink

iv. Technical Specification:

4. Core Switch (layer 3, 10Gig, 8 port)

53 of 80 10Gig port

116

DLink

iv. Technical Specification:

4. Core Switch (layer 3, 10Gig, 8 port)

53 of 80
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DLink

iv. Technical Specification:

4. Core Switch (layer 3, 10Gig, 8 port)

53 of 80
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DLink

iv. Technical Specification:

4. Core Switch (layer 3, 10Gig, 8 port)

53 of 80

Switch forwarding rates: 300Mbps or higher for both IPv4 &
IPv6

119

DLink

iv. Technical Specification:

6. Gigabyte PoE+ Switch (8 port)

54 of 80 Operating Temp: 0°C to 50°C

120

DLink

13.c) OEM Criteria

OEM Criteria for Switching Equipment

35 of 80

121

DLink

13.c) OEM Criteria

OEM Criteria for Switching Equipment

35 of 80

1. Please clarify whether the asked 10Gig ports are of copper (10GBaseT)
or 10G SFP+ slots.
2. Also please clarify whether any Fiber Optic Transceiver need to be
loaded in the switch
Forwarding rate of a switch generally specified in the unit of Mpps
(million packets for second) for 64-bytes packet size. Hope it is a typo
error.
Requesting you to kindly change it to Mpps from Mbps.
This switch is going to be used as Core switch. Therefore, requesting you
to mention/ask for fully managed switch having physical console port for
out of band CLI management.
This is a Layer-3 switch, but no layer-3 features/protocols are asked in
the specification. Therefore, requesting you to kindly include the
minimum layer-3 features like OSPF & VRRP.

Please refer the modified specification

Please refer the modified specification

Please refer the modified specification
Please refer the modified specification

Operating Temp: 0°C to 50°C is generally recommended for Indoor
installation. But this switch is going to be installed inside an enclosure in
Please refer the modified specification
the outdoor environment. Keeping the environmental condition in mind,
requesting you to kindly change the Operating Temp: 0°C to 60°C
Requesting to add another OEM criteria in the Switching OEM section
that is
"Offered OEM for Switching must be in steady profitable business in India
at-least for consecutive last 5 financial years (FY 2015-16, 2016-17, 2017- Accepted.
18, 2018-19 & 2019-20). Bidder
shall have to submit Audited Accounts / Auditor Certificate in support of
their claim.
Requesting to add another OEM criteria in the Switching OEM section
that is "The OEM should be present in the Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for
Wired and Wireless Infrastructure for the last 5 consecutive years "

No change

122

DLink

123

Commscope

Bill of Material

124

Commscope

iv. Technical Specification:

125

Commscope

13.c) OEM Criteria

iv. Technical Specification:

OEM Criteria for Switching Equipment

Requesting to add another OEM criteria in the Switching OEM section
that is "Core Switch (Layer-3) from any of the top five leading OEM
Acepeted
companies".
This clause was there in the earlier cancelled tender of Kolkata Police for
the same scope of work.
The LIU for the field end is not shown in the BOQ, please confirm if we
No Change
need to consider these in the BOQ.
In additional to the given specifications, should the cable also comply to
the latest IEEE 802.3bt for 4 Pair-PoE (high power delivery upto 60W and
above) transmissions.
Please confirm.

35 of 80

45

12. CAT 6 Outdoor Non-metallic
Armoured Cable

59

59

Justification: Since this cable shall be used to connect camera over POE,
some of the latest camera models / features might need high power
input upto 60 – 70Watts. So compliance to latest PoE should be
considered, so that all new and upcoming features and models and be
supported over the cabling system.

15. Fiber Optic Pigtail with SC Connector: Connector Type: SC
Corning single-mode: G652D, G657A, G657B
Cable Type: OM2
Insertion Loss: Typical ≤0.2dB, Max. 0.3dB
MTRJ: Max. 0.5dB
Return Loss >PC≥45dB, UPC≥50 dB, APC≥60dB≥30dB

Accepted.
IEEE 802.3bt is mandatory.

Request to amend this as:
Connector Type: SC/UPC
Single-mode: G652D, G657A1
Cable Type: SM OS2
Insertion Loss: Typical ≤0.2dB, Max. 0.3dB
Return Loss: UPC ≥50 dB
Justification: The specification mentioned is confusing and does not
clarify the required fiber type or connector type. Request to delete brand
Please refer the modified specification
names in the specification like "Corning" and make it generic.
Cable Type: OM2 is incorrect as it is a multimode fiber type. The fiber
used in this project is Singlemode, hence it should be OS2 grade.
Specific value for Return Loss should be mentioned for connector type
being considered. With so many values, it is not clear which type of
connector is required.

126

127

128
129
130
131

132

Commscope

TEJAS NETWORKS
Limited

TEJAS NETWORKS
Limited
TEJAS NETWORKS
Limited
TEJAS NETWORKS
Limited
TEJAS NETWORKS
Limited
TEJAS NETWORKS
Limited

iv. Technical Specification:

60

The given description is not applicable and contradictory.
Hence request to amend the LIU specification as below:
"Fiber Patch Panel Type: Sliding modular shelf to accept up to 4 nos. of
12 fibre pigtail cassettes or adapter packs in 1U, UL listed.
Depth: Min 18 inches.
Cable Management: Front patch cord management trough with hinged
transparent admin label window.
20. 48 port Fiber Patch Panel (LIU) Light
Compatibility: Panel must be intelligent ready and support field upgrade,
interface units:
in zero downtime without removing patched connections.
Environment temperature: -40°C ~+80°C
Splice tray to support at least 32 / 48 fibre splices.
Relative humidity: ≤85% (30°C)
Fibre adapter cassettes/packs must be factory fitted with 6 duplex LC
Atmosphere pressure: 70~106KPa
Please refer the modified specification
adapters and 12 colour coded LC pigtails.
48 LC Fiber Ports (Expandable to 288 LC Fiber Ports in 2 RU)
Insertion Loss, Max: 0.30dB
4 MTP Elite (12 Fiber) Connectors in Rear for Core Connection
Return Loss, Min: 55.0 dB.
Super Compact Design with Premium Front & Rear Wire
Shall be of the same OEM as the fiber cable."
Management Trays
Justification: We suppose, the Panel specification has some typo errors,
for e.g. 288F expansion capacity on a 48F LIU…?? 4MTP ports are
mentioned in LIU, which is not applicable here, since you need a splicing
based LIU. MTP is a pre-terminated solution used in data centers. MTP is
not compatible with regular fiber and splice based systems.
Hence Please amend the features so that the correct component can be
supplied.
As per standard practice and with reference of other surveillance/FRS
RFIs, the core switch should support min 24*1G SFP in addition of
4*1/10G SFP+ along with dedicated 400G stacking ports support for
Please refer the modified specification
future upgrade to have leverage of scaling. We request to amend the
clause as "switch should support min 24*1G SFP in addition of 4*1/10G
SFP+ along with dedicated 400G stacking ports". pls confirm.

4. Core switch (layer 3, 10G, 8Port)

53

No of ports: 8 or higher

4. Core switch (layer 3, 10G, 8Port)

53

No of ports: 8 or higher

Kindly confirm oprating temprature range for core switch from 0-50
degree.

Please refer the modified specification

4. Core switch (layer 3, 10G, 8Port)

53

Additional request

Switch should support ring protection as per ITU-T G.8032

Please refer the modified specification

54

Operating Temp: 0°C to 50°C

Kindly consider oprating temprature range from 0-60 degree, which is ask
Please refer the modified specification
in ONU specs in tender.

54

Additional request

Switch should support ring protection as per ITU-T G.8032

55

5. Interface type: 1 No. 10/100/1000 Mbps auto adaptive
Ethernet interface, full duplex/half duplex, RJ45 connector

In considerations of deployment scenario, the ONTs shall have additional
ports for scalability. We request to modify the clause as "Interface type:
No Change
4 No. 10/100/1000 Mbps auto adaptive Ethernet interface, full
duplex/half duplex, RJ45 connector". Kindly confirm.

Gigabyte PoE+
Switch (8 port))
Gigabyte PoE+
Switch (8 port))
7. ONU
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TEJAS NETWORKS
Limited

7. ONU

55

8. Power consumption: <=5W
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TEJAS NETWORKS
Limited

11a. OLT(24 Ports)

57

OLT(24 Ports)

Please refer the modified specification

As per industry norm and practice, the ONTs from reputed OEMs are
bound to withdrawal 1.5Amp of current. Power consumption of is
Power consumption: <=10W
directly proportional to the current and voltage. in order to allow fair
participation of OEMs. We request to modify the clause as "Power
consumption: <=20W". Pls confirm
As per industry practice followed by GPON OEM. With 1U form factor
OLT the standardised supported PON ports are 8 PON ports or max 16
PON ports in order to meet 512 and 1024 subscribers respectively. as per
tender specifications the requirement is to serve 1024 subscriber from
Please refer the modified specification
single OLT. which can be cater by 16 port OLT. having 24 port in 1U OLT
is restrictive clause for Indian OEM and not as per industry practice. We
request to amend the clause as "OLT(16 Ports) to support 1024
subscribers". kindly confirm
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Section– F: Bill of Materials &
Functional Requirements

ii. Functional Requirements > FRS Features

46
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Section– F: Bill of Materials &
Functional Requirements

ii. Functional Requirements > FRS Features

46

Normally, Picture standard and video standard are kept as general
standard which can be supported by many OEM. The picture standard
14. The FRS should support image file formats like NIST, JPEG, are mentioned here are not necessary as some of them are very old in
JPEG2000, PNG, BMP, TIFF, GIFF, and Video formats AVE, AVI, fasion and not standarised. Hence, kindly amend this clause as "The FRS
no change
MPEG, MP4, MOV, ASF and MKV. The procedure/process of should support image file formats like NIST/ JPEG/ JPEG2000 / PNG /
import/export should be fully automatic.
BMP/ TIF/ GIFF, and Video formats AVE / AVI / MPEG / MP4 / MOV / ASF
/ MKV. The procedure/process of import/export should be fully
automatic".
There is always be a security in system to avoid the mal functioing of the
15. Live face detection – Proposed face identification system system by created or placing a photo of another person in front of a
can be constructed in such a way that can be easily created camera. There is no security if the System can be identify persons from a no change
by placing a photo of another person in front of a camera.
photo image. The system should not do so as many security reason are
involved. Hence, kindly delete this clause from the RFP.
We should look at the progressive technology of the Camera now -adays, as the most Face capturing cameras are built with better sensor
and effective resolution with variations of upgraded lenses. If we
2.8mm to 12mm or 2.7-13.5mm or “2.7mm - 12mm accepted
considere the upgraded latest technology then there is always range on
Focal length to be kept in RFP. Hence, kindly provide a possible range of
Focal Length should be " 2.7-9 mm/ 4.6-13 mm"
Generally, the face captured Camera works at very low illumination and
can captured image from a certain and very limted distance. Hence, long
IR range does not require in this case as the Camera will take only the
no change
human faces from certain limited distance. Hence, requesting you to
please amend the clause as "IR Range: 30 meters or better"
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Section– F: Bill of Materials &
Functional Requirements

iv. Technical Specification> 1. 4MP or higher
FaceRecognition Camera and 75 Face Camera
License for FRS

49

i)
Camera:
Lens: Ranges: 2.7 mm to 13.5 mm
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Section– F: Bill of Materials &
Functional Requirements >

iv. Technical Specification> 1. 4MP or higher
FaceRecognition Camera and 75 Face Camera
License for FRS

49

ii) Lens:
IR Range: 50 meters or better
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Point no 3 & Point no 1, The OEM Should have
Section No- 13 - OEM Criteria of presence in INDIA for the last 5 years and should
Software Manufucturer and
have been online dedicated support center in
33 & 34
CCTV manufuctrers
India . Relevant docuements in this regards need to
be submitted

The OEM Should have presence in INDIA for the last 5 years
and should have been online dedicated support center in
India . Relevant docuements in this regards need to be
submitted. Any representaton through Delar/
Distributor/Joint Venture/Consortium/Subsidiary shall not be
treated as OEM.This has to be supported by necessary
statutory documents
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Section No- 13 - OEM Criteria of
Point no-2 - OEM Should have own registered
CCTV manufuctrers should
office
satisfied the eligibility criteria

34

OEM should have Own Registered Offices & own Service
Kindly allow CCTV OEM should have dedicated service and support
Centres in India & Eastern Region since last 3 (three) years for center (toll free number / email support) and fully equipped RMS center No Change
which documentary evidence must be provided.
in India or Eastern Region. Bidder to produce OEM undertaking.
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Section No- 13 - OEM Criteria of
Point No 3,OEM should have a Quality
CCTV manufuctrers should
Management System
satisfied the eligibility criteria

34

OEM should have a Quality Management System ISO
9001:2015 certified. Certificate Documents needed to be
attached along with the bid.
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Point no-4- Original Equipment Manufacturer
Section No- 13 - OEM Criteria of
(OEM) should have Average Annual Financial
CCTV manufuctrers should
Turnover
satisfied the eligibility criteria
not less than Rs.50 Crores.

34

Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) should have
Average Annual Financial Turnover not less than Rs.50 Crores
for the last three financial years (FY 2017-18, FY 2018-19 & FY
2019-2020). Relevant documents in this regard needs to be
submitted
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Point No -5, The OEM should have a manufacturing
Section No- 13 - OEM Criteria of
experience of five (5) years in INDIA or Globally.
CCTV manufuctrers should
Certificate Documents needed to be attached
satisfied the eligibility criteria
along with the bid.

34

The OEM should have a manufacturing experience of five (5)
Along with the same kindly allow new start up OEM with having MSME
years in INDIA or Globally.
registered OEM with factory having in his own name in INDIA or Globally. No Change
Certificate Documents needed to be attached along with the
Certificate Documents needed to be attached along with the bid.
bid.

PramaHikvision

Point no -10, CCTV Camera and components must
Section No- 13 - OEM Criteria of
be in compliance with CE, FCC and UL
CCTV manufuctrers should
certifications.
satisfied the eligibility criteria
Copy of the UL certification shall be submitte

34

Testing parameter which undergo in CE, FCC, and UL . All theose
parameters are also include during BIS certifations. And Govt. of India
also follows the standard of BIS. Generally , one type of certification is
No Change
enough for understanding that certified products has been proposed.So
you are requested to kindly amend this point as The Camera must have
certificate- UL/FCC/ BIS/CE

144

CCTV Camera and components must be in compliance with
CE, FCC and UL certifications.
Copy of the UL certification shall be submitte

Kindly allow "Make In India" CCTV OEM who have MSME certificate can
participate. Bacause this initiative has been introduced by Govt. of India
very recent past. So, new start up organization with with minimum
No Change
experience to supply of IP camera at least two customer of any quantity
of Government/PSU/Nationalized bank end-user through system
integrator in last 1 year.

Camera OEM must be have ISO 9001:2015 certification OR MSME
certification is also must.

No Change

Kindly allow "Make In India" CCTV OEM who have MSME certificate can
also perticipate as being a new start up organization under Govt. Of india
Guidline towards Make In India Or Original Equipment Manufacturer
No Change
(OEM) should have Average Annual Financial Turnover not less than
Rs.50 Crores for the last three financial years (FY 2017-18, FY 2018-19 &
FY 2019-2020)
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With Cap-1 (monkey cap)
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With surgical Mask & Sunglass
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With N-95 Mask & Sunglass
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With doctor green Mask & Sunglass
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With surgical Mask & half Helmet
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With N-95 Mask & half Helmet
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With Cap-1 (monkey cap)
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With surgical Mask & Sunglass
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42

With N-95 Mask & Sunglass

To best accuracy for Face Recognition at least 40% face should be visible,
so we would request you to kindly specify in the tender the type of
monkey caps where face visibility is at least 40% face
is visible.
It is not feasible to recognize face with mask and Sunglasses where only
less than 20% face is available for face recognition. To achieve high
accuracy for Face Recognition at least 40% face should be visible, so we
would request you to please specify the same under
this clause.
It is difficult to recognize face with mask and Sunglasses where only less
than 20% face is available for face recognition. To achieve high accuracy
for Face Recognition at least 40% face should be visible, so we would
request you to please specify the same under
this clause.
It is difficult to recognize face with mask and Sunglasses where only less
than 20% face is available for face recognition. To achieve high accuracy
for Face Recognition at least 40% face should be visible, so we would
request you to please specify the same under
this clause.
It is difficult to recognize face with mask and Sunglasses where only less
than 20% face is available for face recognition. To achieve high accuracy
for Face Recognition at least 40% face should be visible, so we would
request you to please specify the same under
this clause..
It is not feasible to recognize face with conditions where only less than
20% face is available for face recognition. To achieve high accuracy for
Face Recognition at least 40% face should be visible, so we would
request you to please specify the same under this
clause..

Tender condition stands

Tender condition stands

Tender condition stands

Tender condition stands

Tender condition stands

Tender condition stands

With doctor green Mask & half Helmet

It is difficult to recognize face with mask and Sunglasses both on, where
only less than 20% face is available for face recognition. To achieve high
accuracy for Face Recognition at least 40% face should be visible, so we
would request you to please specify the same under
this clause.

Tender condition stands

41

Inside of car (From Car Window)

It is totally depending on face captured by camera against reflection of
window screen. Please specify that test will be
conducted with open window screen or closed screen.

Tender condition stands

PART A

41

Face Cover with face shield

Face recognition in such case will depend on the angle and reflection due
to the face shield on camera. The conditions should be specified in this Tender condition stands
testing

PART B

41

Night Light Test (10 Male & 5 Female will present in Testing
Spot, from there 5 male & 2 females will be in accused list
database) at 07:30 pm.

What will be the light conditions, IR Mode status? and what will be the
Lux value. Kindly specify.

Tender condition stands

It is very difficult to recognize face with monkey cap where 20% face
visible. To best accuracy for Face Recognition at least 40% face should be
Tender condition stands
visible, so we would request you to please amend this
clause.
It is very difficult to recognize face with mask and Sunglasses where No
face exposer will be available to recognize. To best accuracy for Face
Recognition at least 40% face should be visible, so we would request you Tender condition stands
to please amend this
clause.
It is very difficult to recognize face with mask and Sunglasses where No
face exposer will be available to recognize. To best accuracy for Face
Recognition at least 40% face should be visible, so we would request you Tender condition stands
to please amend this
clause.
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With surgical Mask & half Helmet
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With N-95 Mask & half Helmet
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With doctor green Mask & half Helmet
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Inside of car (From Car Window)
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Face Cover with face shield
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With doctor green Mask & Sunglass

29
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Additional Suggestion

45

47

It is very difficult to recognize face with mask and Sunglasses where No
face exposer will be available to recognize. To best accuracy for Face
Recognition at least 40% face should be visible, so we would request you
to please amend this
clause.
It is very difficult to recognize face with mask and Half helmet where 20%
face visible. To best accuracy for Face
Recognition at least 40% face should be visible, so we would request you
to please amend this clause.
It is very difficult to recognize face with mask and Half helmet where 20%
face visible. To best accuracy for Face Recognition at least 40% face
should be visible, so we would request you to
please amend this clause.
It is very difficult to recognize face with mask and Half helmet where 20%
face visible. To best accuracy for Face Recognition at least 40% face
should be visible, so we would request you to
please amend this clause.
Face recognition depends on face captured by camera against the
reflection of window screen; at night time the reflection will be more
prevalent. We therefore request you to please amend this clause. Please
verify that test will be done with open window
screen or closed.
It is totally depending on face captured by camera against reflection of
Face shield, at time of night it will give more
reflection.
Please clarify, the use of this Workstation and define hardware
specification for the workstation.

Smart Display Screen (55 inches) with Workstations
– Industrial Standard
Real-time video analytics – FRS should be real- time and
recorded video streams of monitored environments,
generating video metadata about moving objects or events,
which provides invaluable information to law enforcement or
first responders.
This is the capability of Video analytics solution and may kindly be
Proposed FRS should provide real-time alerting about an
appended from FRS specification
incident in progress for predefined behaviours of people,
vehicles, and objects. The software can identify perimeter
breaches, abandoned objects, objects that are amended,
people movement and vehicle activity. You can enhance the
search and alert capabilities with other solutions.
Most of the government procurement in India for FR
software considering NIST participation as the benchmark for
eligibility. NIST conducts testing FR algorithms for mask
detection and face recognition with mask. We request buyer
to include the following condition as the eligibility criteria:
"FRS OEM should have participated in NIST FRVT test for 1: N
Identification and NIST FRVT Face Mask Effects test."

Tender condition stands

Tender condition stands

Tender condition stands

Tender condition stands

Tender condition stands

Tender condition stands
Please refer new specification

These are additional/smart features of FRS or VMS, and it doesn’t
require another analytics, it should be included with the solution.
It will run over all the 75 Cameras.

No change in Tender condition

Additional/Revised Points
1

Section - C: Eligibility Criteria
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR BIDDER
Sub Clause no: 13 (page no 34)

2

Pre-qualification of CCTV Manufacturers should satisfy The OEM should have a manufacturing experience of three (3)
the Eligibility Criteria
years in INDIA.
Sub Clause no: 5 (page no 34)
Certificate Documents needed to be attached along with the bid.

3

Pre-qualification of CCTV Manufacturers should satisfy CCTV Camera and components must be in compliance with CE,
the Eligibility Criteria
FCC, UL and BIS certifications.
Sub Clause no: 10 (page no 34)
Copy of the all certification shall be submitted.

4

OEM Criteria for Switching Equipment
(page no 35)

All OEMs must be in profitable business for last atleast 5 years.
Documentary evidence need to be submitted with bid.

All active components must be in compliance with CE, FCC, and
UL certifications.
Copy of the all certification shall be submitted.

REVISED / NEW SPECIFICATIONS
Component
Core Switch
(layer 3, 10Gig,
8 port)

* CORE SWITCH *
Existing Specification
Revised Specification
Core Switch (Layer-3)
Minimum 24 Port 1G Base X + 24 Port Base T
Switching Type: Layer 3
Ethernet ports or better
No of Port: 8 or higher
19'' Rack-Mountable stackable switch
Security: Enable and disable ports
The switch should have a dedicated stacking
Port security (MAC-based): Static and
port separate from uplink ports with 400 Gbps
dynamic
of stacking bandwidth or better.
Switch capacity: 400Gbps or higher
Minimum 8 switches can be connected in the
Switch forwarding rates: 300 Mbps or
stack.
higher for both
The switch should support a minimum 32K
IPv4 and IPv6
MAC address or more
Others Features: Stacking Capabilities,
LACP Capable, MAC binding
The switch should support a minimum of 480
Capabilities
Gbps of throughput or better & a minimum 40
Mbps forwarding rate (it is our minimum
requirement, higher specs are always
acceptable) or better, Required throughput
shall have nonblocking performance for the
switch when all ports are populated.
L3 Features:
The Switch should have OSPF, RIP, PolicyBased Routing, BGP enabled from day one
with Ethernet OAM Support, IEEE 802.3ah
(ETH-OAM) (-M feature) & IEEE 802.1ag and
ITU Y.1731 OAM capabilities or similar
functionalities.
VLAN & Management:
1. Support 802.1Q Tagged VLAN and portbased VLANs and Private VLAN
2. Support for Port-based VLANs, 4096 VLANs
(IEEE 802.1Q)
3. Dynamic Trunking protocol or equivalent
4. GARP VLAN Registration Protocol (GVRP),
MAC-based VLANs
5. Switch needs to have a console port for
management via a console terminal or PC
6. Must have support SNMP v1,v2, and v3
7. Should have accessibility web-based GUI,
using Telnet, SSH, Console access, easier
software upgrade through the network using
TFTP, etc.
8. Shall support configuration management
through CLI, GUI based software utility and
using the web interface
9. Should support Optical Transceiver Digital
Diagnostic Monitoring and WebGUI based
configuration

10. TACACS+, RADIUS
Additional Features :
Should have Redundant power supplies,
Redundant fans
Shall have an operating temperature range of
0 C to 50 C Degree.
Shall support Operating humidity: 5% to 90%
non-condensing"
Certifications:
FCC, ISO 9001, 14001/TL9000, UL, CE.

Component
Gigabyte PoE+
Switch (8 port)

* ACCESS SWITCH *
Existing Specification
8 x Gig Copper 802.3af/802.3at Ports,
POE+ Capabilities must be over 100
meters
2 x SFP (1 Gig) slots
PoE power budget: 240Watt or higher
Physical console port for CLI
management
IP30 rated metal or plastic enclosure
Operating Temp: 0°C to 50°C

Revised Specification

Gigabyte PoE+ Switch (8 port):
8 x Gig Copper 802.3af/802.3at Ports, POE+
Capabilities must be over 100 meters
2 x SFP (1 Gig) slots, fully loaded
PoE power budget: 240Watt
Physical console port for CLI management
IP30 rated metal enclosure
Operating Temp: 0°C to 60°C or higher

* OLT *
Component
OLT (24 port)

Existing Specification
1. Chassis : Rack Mountable: 1U
2. Chipset : Broadcom
3. GPON Port : Physical Interface: SFP
Slots
4. Connector Module Type: Class
B+/C+/C++
5. QTY: 2
6. SFP: 4x10GE SFP+
7. 2xGE RJ45 or better
8. Uplink Port : Ethernet:
10/100/1000M auto- negotiation
9. Max splitting ratio: 0.130555556
10. Transmission Distance : 20KM
11. GPON port speed : Downstream:
2.5Gbps
12. Upstream: 1.25Gbps
13. Wavelength : TX 1490nm, RX
1310nm
14. Connector : SC/PC
15. Fiber Type : 9/125μm SMF
16. TX Power : +1~+5dBm
17. Rx Sensitivity : -28dBm
18. Saturation Optical Power : -8dBm
19. Management Mode: SNMP, CLI,
WEB (optional) or EMS.

Revised Specification
OLT (16 Port)
1. Chassis : Rack Mountable: 1U
2. Chipset : Broadcom
3. GPON Port : Physical Interface: SFP Slots
4. Connector Module Type: Class B+/C+/C++
5. QTY: 2
6. SFP: 4x10GE SFP+ loaded
7. 2xGE RJ45 or better
8. Uplink Port : Ethernet: 10/100/1000M autonegotiation
9. Max splitting ratio: 0.130555556
10. Transmission Distance : 20KM
11. GPON port speed : Downstream: 2.5Gbps
12. Upstream: 1.25Gbps
13. Wavelength : TX 1490nm, RX 1310nm
14. Connector : SC/PC
15. Fibre Type : 9/125μm SMF
16. TX Power : +1~+5dBm
17. Rx Sensitivity : -28dBm
18. Saturation Optical Power : -8dBm
19. Management Mode: SNMP, CLI, WEB
(optional) or EMS.
20. Max ONU : 1024
21. Fan Group Detecting;

20. Max ONU : 1024
21. Fan Group Detecting;
22. Port Status monitoring and
configuration management;
23. GPON management function: DBA,
ONU
24. authorization, ACL, QOS, etc.;
25. Management Function : Online
ONU configuration and
management;
26. User management;
27. Alarm management.
28. Layer2 Switch : Fully support of QoS
29. Support VLAN Translation
30. Support VLAN QinQ,
31. Support VLAN tagging, trunk
32. Support VLAN Aggregation
33. Support Link aggregation
34. Support port isolation
35. Support RSTP;
36. MAC limit, L2 –L4 ACL
37. Multicast : IGMP snooping;
38. 512 IP Multicast Groups;
39. DHCP : DHCP relay;
40. DHCP snooping;
41. ARP, ARP proxy
42. DHCP relay, DHCP proxy
43. Layer 3 Route : Static routing,
Dynamic routing
44. Tcont dba;
45. Gemport traffic;
46. In compliant with ITUT G.988
Standard;
47. Support data encryption, multicast, port VLAN, separation,
RSTP, etc.;
48. Support ONU auto-find/link
detection/remote upgrade of
software;
49. Support ONU Multiple
Authorization: Loid, LOID+
Password, SN, etc.
50. Support VLAN division and user
separation to avoid
broadcast storm;
51. Support VLAN Pool;
52. Support ONU RF management
53. Support power-off alarm function,
easy for link problem
detection;
54. Support broadcasting storm
resistance function;
55. Support port isolation;
56. Support ACL to configure data
packet filter flexibly;
57. Support OMCI;

22. Port Status monitoring and configuration
management;
23. GPON management function: DBA, ONU
24. authorization, ACL, QOS, etc.;
25. Management Function : Online ONU
configuration and management;
26. User management;
27. Alarm management.
28. Layer2 Switch : Fully support of QoS
29. Support VLAN Translation
30. Support VLAN QinQ,
31. Support VLAN tagging, trunk
32. Support VLAN Aggregation
33. Support Link aggregation
34. Support port isolation
35. Support RSTP;
36. MAC limit, L2 –L4 ACL
37. Multicast : IGMP snooping;
38. 512 IP Multicast Groups;
39. DHCP : DHCP relay;
40. DHCP snooping;
41. ARP, ARP proxy
42. DHCP relay, DHCP proxy
43. Layer 3 Route : Static routing, Dynamic
routing, ERPS (ITU-T G.8032)
44. Tcont dba;
45. Gemport traffic;
46. In compliant with ITUT G.988 Standard;
47. Support data encryption, multi-cast, port
VLAN, separation, RSTP, etc.;
48. Support ONU auto-find/link detection/
remote upgrade of software;
49. Support ONU Multiple Authorization: Loid,
LOID+ Password, SN, etc.
50. Support VLAN division and user separation
to avoid broadcast storm;
51. Support VLAN Pool;
52. Support ONU RF management
53. Support power-off alarm function, easy for
link problem detection;
54. Support broadcasting storm resistance
function;
55. Support port isolation;
56. Support ACL to configure data packet filter
flexibly;
57. Support OMCI;
58. Support AAA Authentication and
Authorization using RADIUS or TACACS+ server
59. GPON Function : Support ONU distance
calculation on NMS;
60. Support IGMP Proxy.
61. Support Loop Detection;
62. Support Rogue ONU Detect;
63. Support Rogue ONU Detect;
64. Power Supply : 220V/48V - Redundant
Power supply
65. Power Consumption : <100W

58. Support AAA Authentication and
Authorization using
RADIUS or TACACS+ server
59. GPON Function : Support ONU
distance calculation on NMS;
60. Support IGMP Proxy.
61. Support Loop Detection;
62. Support Rogue ONU Detect;
63. Support Rogue ONU Detect;
64. Power Supply : 220V/48V Redundant Power supply
65. Power Consumption : <100W
66.Operating Temperature: 0~+65℃
67. Relative Humidity: 10~90% (nonconditioning)

Component
Fibre Optic
Pigtail with SC
Connector

Component
48 port Fibre
Patch Panel
(LIU) Light
interface units

Component
Camera
Mounting
Accessories

66.Operating Temperature: 0~+60℃ or higher
67. Relative Humidity: 10~90% (nonconditioning)

* Fibre Optic Pigtail with SC Connector *
Existing Specification
Revised Specification
Connector Type: SC
Corning single-mode: G652D, G657A,
G657B
Cable Type: OM2
Insertion Loss: Typical ≤0.2dB, Max.
0.3dB
MTRJ: Max. 0.5dB
Return Loss >PC≥45dB, UPC≥50 dB,
APC≥60dB≥30dB

Connector Type: SC
Single-mode: G652D, G657A, G657B
Cable Type: OS2
Insertion Loss: Typical ≤0.2dB, Max. 0.3dB
Return Loss: >PC≥45dB / UPC≥50 dB / APC≥60dB
Single Mode Fibre optic Pigtail with SC
Connector

* 48 Port Fibre Patch Panel (LIU) *
Existing Specification
Revised Specification
Environment temperature: -40°C
~+80°C
Relative humidity: ≤85% (30°C)
Atmosphere pressure: 70~106KPa
48 LC Fiber Ports (Expandable to 288
LC Fiber Ports in 2 RU)
4 MTP Elite (12 Fiber) Connectors in
Rear for Core Connection
Super Compact Design with Premium
Front & Rear Wire
Management Trays

Environment temperature: 0°C to 60°C
48 LC Fibre Ports
Rack Mountable Compact Design with Premium
Front & Rear Wire Management Trays

* Camera Mounting Accessories *
Existing Specification
Revised Specification
Bidder’s scope. Tentatively
the components may be as
follows:
128 GB Micro SD Card
Camera Mounting Pole
Outdoor Joint Box
4"/6" PVC box
1" Flexible PVC pipe

Bidder’s scope. Tentatively the components may be as
follows:
128 GB Micro SD Card
Camera Mounting Pole
Outdoor Joint Box
4"/6" box - metal
1" Flexible PVC pipe
1.5mm 2 Core Shielded Copper Power cable
3 Port Power Point with MCB

12 Volt 4 Port SMPS for
Camera
12 Volt 8 Port SMPS for
Camera
SMPS Power Supply for PTZ
camera
1MM 2Core Shielded Copper
Power cable
2.5MM Copper Power Cable
3 Port Power Point with
MCB

* Workstation *
Model
Operating system

Tower Workstation
Windows 10

Power
Warranty

400 W external power adapter, up to 92% efficiency, active PFC
3 year (3-3-3) limited Warranty and service offering includes years of
parts, labor and on-site repair. Terms and conditions vary by country.
Certain restrictions and exclusions apply
Integrated Intel® I219-LM PCie® GbE or equivalent
2 USB 3.0; 2 USB 2.0 (1 charging); 1 headphone; 1 microphone

Network interface
Ports
Expansion slots
Ports note

I/0Portlocation
Port

Form factor
Processor
Processor family
CPU Speed
Number of Processor
Processor Type
Memory slots
Memory, standard
Internal drive bays
External drive bays
Hard drive description
Optical drive
Storage type
Storage controller

Minimum dimensions (WxD x H)

1 M.2 PCie 3 x4; 1 PCie 3 x1; 1 PCie 3 x16; 1 PCie 3 4 (x16 connector); 1
PCie 3 x4 (x4 connector)
1 USB 3.0 and 2 USB 2..0 ports available as 2 separate 2x10 (3.0 xl, 2.0
x1) and :x5(2.0x2)header. Supports Internal USB 2.0 Port Kit and one
USB 3.0 media card render. One Internal USB 2.0 Port Kit and one USB
3.0 media card render.
Internal
1 audio-in/out; 1 DVI-I ·ingle link; 1 RJ-45; 2
DisplayPort™ 1.2; 2 PS/2; 2 USB 2.0; 4 USB 3.0
1 USB 3.0; 2 USB 2.0, 3 HDMI Ports or higher
Tower
Intel®Core™i7-7700withIntel®HDGraphics630 (36 GHz base frequency,
upto4.2GHzwithIntel ®lTurbo BoostTechnology,8MB Cache4cores)
equivalent or higher
10th Generation Intel Core 17 processor or equivalent
3.6 GHz
1
Intel Core i7 or equivalent
4 DIMM
16GB DDR4-2400 SDRAM (1 X 8GB)
One 2.5";Two 3.5"
Two 5.25"; One slim ODD
1 TB 7200 rpm SATA
Slim DVD-Writer
HDD
Integrated SATA (4 ports 6 Gb/s) with RAID 0 (striped array) and RAID 1
(mirrored array) supported on Windows operating system only. Requires
identical hard drives (speeds, capacity, interface). Integrated RAID 0, 1
(data configuration) for PCie SSDs
17x 44.2x39.9cm

Graphics

AMD FirePro W2100 2GB 2xDP 1st No cables included Graphics or
equivalent

Display
Dimension note(metric)
Keyboard
Audio
Services(Care Pack)

55” FHD IPS Display ( 1920x1080), EPEAT GOLD Registered
Standard tower orientation
USB Business Slim Keyboard
RealtekHDALC221
3 years onsite comprehensive

* Desktop *
Component
Desktop

Existing Specification
PROCESSOR: Intel i7 or
higher
RAM: 16 GB or higher
GRAPHICS CARD: 2 GB or
higher
SSD: 480 GB OR higher
HDD: 1 TB or higher
MONITOR: 32 INCH
OS: Windows 10 Pro
Antivirus: Preloaded
Antivirus
Warranty: 3 Years Warranty
including all Software
and OS
Note: All the Desktops have
to be branded.

Revised Specification
PROCESSOR: Intel i7 /equivalent or higher
RAM: 16 GB or higher
GRAPHICS CARD: 2 GB or higher
SSD: 480 GB OR higher
HDD: 1 TB or higher
MONITOR: 32 INCH
OS: Windows 10 Pro Preloaded
Antivirus: Preloaded Antivirus
Warranty: 3 Years Warranty including all Software
and OS
Note: All the Desktops have to be branded.

